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Abstract. Narrow tolerances are commonly used to control uncertainty in the production of technical
components. However, they lead to financial expense and limit flexibility. In this paper, the concept of
a resilient process chain is presented. This concept covers the product life cycle phases of production
and usage. It is enabled by the digitalization in mechanical engineering and offers access to variable
process windows instead of rigid tolerances. First steps of this concept are then applied to the TU
Darmstadt’s active air spring. The active air spring can be used to increase the driving comfort in a
vehicle or, for instance, tominimize kinetosis during autonomous driving [1] [2]. The focus hereby is to
identify possible production influences on the behaviour of the components usage. For this purpose, the
actuator of the active air spring is specifically manufactured with typical uncertainty of high precision
machining of the bore and characterized experimentally in a test rig. The results show an influence
of the production on the efficiency of the actuator. The measurements are fundamental to establish a
resilient process chain on the active air spring.

Introduction and Motivation

The roots of the industrial production of technical components go way back in time. In his book
The wealth of nations Adam Smith describes how the division of labour increases the production
of a pin manufactory [3]. In 1913 Henry Ford introduces the mass production. Fundamental to this
success was the standardization and the control of processes. Hereby the increase of production goes
hand in hand with the control of uncertainty. In 1987 Taguchi Gen’ichi reduced the sensitivity of
process with his concept of Robust Design. All these approaches lead to the determination of tolerance
windows for single parts, components and processes. However narrow processwindows are expensive.
Additionally, they reduce flexibility compared to the manufactury.

Since the past decade the upcoming digitalization offers increasing possibilities for the design
of industrial production processes. With technologies like single part tracking and machine learning
adaptive processes with variable process windows may be established. One approach for the design of
adaptive processes is the concept of resilience. The goal is the consideration of uncertainty not only
in the production itself, but also during the usage of the product. The history of industrial production
processes leading towards adaptive processes is shown in figure 1.

In the third funding period, various projects within the Collaborative Research Center 805 ”Con-
trol of Uncertainties in Load-Carrying Structures in Mechanical Engineering” address the effects of
production-related uncertainty on the usage phase. The active air spring developed in the CRC is one
of the objects under investigation. This paper first explains the general concept of a product life phase
spanning resilient process chain. Subsequently, the functional prototype of the active air spring and
current research on fine machining of bores using multi-blade reamers are explained. Then the concept
of the resilient process chain is applied to the active part of the air spring, the hydraulic diaphragm ac-
tuator. In a first step, the knowledge of fine machining is used to apply typical production uncertainty
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Fig. 1: The history of industrial production processes.

to the moving segments of the hydraulic diaphragm actuator. The effect of the introduced uncertainty
on the characteristic behaviour of the air spring is then measured experimentally. The investigations
are fundamental for modelling and implementing the resilient process chain to describe, evaluate and
control uncertainty throughout product life phases.

Concept of a Product Life Phase Spanning Resilient Process Chain

In industrial environments, uncertainty in component production is countered by defining a tolerance
band which, based on experience gained in development and application technology, is highly likely to
ensure that the component produced will fulfill its function. The tolerance limits are usually defined
against the direction of the value chain, starting with the finished part. The required tolerances of
the preceding process steps are determined on the basis of empirical values. However, the accuracy
requirements of earlier process steps are often subject to a subjective view. This procedure may lead
to the definition of a narrow tolerance band, which leads to an increase in machining effort and thus
to an increase in production costs. The focus is on the design of robust processes against previously
considered sources of uncertainty. In industrial practice, there is often no quantification of the effect
of production-related uncertainty on the usage phase which leads to nescience by ignorance.

Load-bearing structures have traditionally been developed for a specific design point. In the last
decades numerous product recalls and failures led to the awareness that uncertainty is a part of every
development, production and use of a technical product and cannot be neglected [4]. Common practice
for dealingwith this uncertainty is the robust designmethod. The next logical step is the resilient design
of products that maintain a minimum function even in the event of failure of subcomponents or other
effects that were not considered during design.

The concept of resilience cannot only be applied to control uncertainty during design, but also dur-
ing operation and usage by integrating the four resilience functions monitoring, responding, learning
and anticipating [5].

Resilience can be regarded as a paradigm shift: From designing systems and processes that are
robust against a priori considerations, asking the question ”what if...?”, towards the design of systems
and processes that perform ”no matter what...”.
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Today the connection between the life phases production and usage is the product development.
Customer feedback or guaranteed returns are analysed and the components life, described by operating
and environmental parameters, is deduced. Ultimately the product or its production are changed to
cope with the findings.

However, today an increasing number of technical products offers the possibility to collect data
during the usage phase. Paired with the development of technologies like single part tracking and the
increasing modelling of production processes and process chains, resilient product life phase spanning
process chains become possible.

The concept of a product life phase spanning resilient process chain is shown in figure 2. Based
on the production plan, a technical component is produced. The single production steps are described
by models that use measured parameters during production. The same applies to the usage phase.
(Soft-)sensors feed models which aggregate information during the usage. By a suitable selection of
data that are logged during production as well as during usage they can be compared. By the feedback
of the difference between actual data from the production and identificated data from the usage the
models can be adapted and a learning function is established. Using time histories and correlating
single part data to the respective usage data, the components behaviour can be anticipated already in
the production itself. Based on this anticipation the usage plan of the component can be adapted.

The concept of a resilient process chain results in four requirements to the production and the
component itself.

1. Production parameters must have an influence on the usage.

2. Data in the production and during usage must be collected.

3. Models that process the measured data from production and usage must exist.

4. Data that can be measured during production as well as during usage must be identificated.

Item 4 may require domain specific experience or empirical correlation between production and
usage data that are not identical.

𝑓 𝑏,… = Δ𝑓 𝑏,… = Δ

models models
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Fig. 2: Product life phase spanning resilient process chain.

The TU Darmstadt Active Air Spring

The TUDarmstadt active air spring is an active system that combines the advantages of air suspension,
such as level control or the load-independent body eigenfrequency, with those of an active system that
can actively reduce vibrations and has a flexible working area. For example, it can be used to minimize
kinetosis during autonomous driving. The resulting compression force of the air spring is

F = (p− pa) AL, (1)
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with the pressure in the air spring p, the ambient pressure pa and the load-carrying area AL. There
are two ways to actively execute the air spring — firstly an adjustment of the air spring pressure
independent of the spring deflection or secondly an adjustment of the load-carrying area. A design
evaluation showed that a controlled adjustment of the pressure, e.g. by increasing or decreasing the
air spring volume, is too slow to realize required control frequencies of 5Hz. Adjusting the load-
carrying area, on the other hand, is better suited for adjusting the axial force. Therefore, an active
rolling piston was developed at the TU Darmstadt, whose radius rP is hydraulically adjusted with four
moving segments distributed over the lateral surface [6, 7, 1], Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3: The integrated hydraulic actuator can adjust the radius of the air spring rolling piston rP , (1)
is the hydraulic connection, (2) the adjustable segments, (3) the air spring bellows and (4) the outside
guide of the air spring [8].

To maximize the axial force while simultaneously minimizing the power requirement, a double
bellows air spring with a circular load-carrying area and two counter-rotating adjustable rolling pistons
is used (Fig. 4). In order to increase the overall load-carrying area, the load-carrying area of the upper
rolling piston is increased by extending the actuator and at the same time the lower load-carrying area
is reduced by retracting the second actuator. The two actuators are controlled jointly by a double-
acting cylinder. By moving the cylinder, one pressure chamber is enlarged and one is reduced - one
actuator retracts and the other extends. The hydraulic system is dry because the chambers are closed
and leakage-free. The concept enables the energy emitted during the automatic retraction of an actuator
to be regenerated. This is fed directly to the extending actuator and only differential forces have to be
set by the drive. The cylinder is currently driven hydraulically, but an electromechanical solution is
also being worked on.

The actuating force of the prototype of the active air spring is ±1000N at a static load of 2850N .
The load is adjusted by varying the air spring pressure and individualizing the control according to
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Fig. 4: The active air spring with two hydraulically adjustable rolling piston, labelled (1) and (2) [8].

the resilience principle “one size fits all”. Further important characteristics of the active air spring and
the actuators can be taken from table 1.

The most important characteristics of the actuators were determined from generic theoretical pre-
liminary investigations for active vertical dynamic vibration reduction on a quarter vehicle. First, the
vibration reduction that can be achieved with an ideal active chassis was determined using mathemat-
ical optimization methods [8, 7, 9]. This ideal system represents a limit which, according to the motto
“It doesn’t get any better!” cannot be bettered by any real system. From the requirement to improve the
driving comfort with the active air spring, the required actuator axial force and positioning frequency
could be determined from the preliminary investigations.

Then, various electrical, mechanical, pneumatic and hydraulic actuator concepts were examined
in a concept study. It has been shown that a hydraulic actuator best meets the requirements due to its
high power density. To remove torque, the segments are guided over two piston rods and run in sliding
bearings. The pressure chamber is sealed at the segments with a diaphragm. This sealing concept was
chosen because, in contrast to conventional ring seals, diaphragms have no leakage and are well suited
for short-stroke applications [10]. The concept of the actuator is shown in the upper left in Fig.5 [11].
In addition to the round segments, flat segments are also available for investigations on a preliminary
test bench.
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Table 1: Parameters of the active air spring prototype. Index (1) refers to the upper rolling piston,
index 2 to the lower one.

The sliding bearings in which the piston rods run are GLYCODUR F from Federal Mogul. These
consist of a steel layer onto which a porous tin-bronze layer is sintered. The pores are filled with a
PTFE layer. Finally, a running-in layer is applied, which is also made of PTFE. This layer transfers
to the friction partner during operation. The bushes can be used both dry-running and lubricated. [12]
Wear of the sliding layer increases the tolerance of the guidance during operation. For the lubricated
use in the hydraulic actuator of the active air spring, no empirical values on wear are known.

The tolerances of the sliding bearings bring high demands on the bores in the actuator and the
bores in the segments into which the piston rods are press-fitted. They determine the function of the
actuator and will serve as an illustration of a resilient process chain within this paper.

ACTUATOR

CONCEPT LINEAR-ACTUATOR UPPER HYDRAULIC 
DIAPHRAGM ACTUATOR

Fig. 5: Modules in the development of the active air spring.

Precision Machining of Bores with Multiblade Reamers

Typically, reaming within a process chain happens to the end of the value added to a product. Its
purpose is to produce the shape and position of functional bores within the required tolerance range
(DIN 8589 Part 2).

For productivity reasons nowadays often multiblade reamers are used where the functions ”cut-
ting” and ”guiding” are combined in one geometric element [13]. The production of precision bores
using multi-bladed reamers is the subject of various scientific studies. Uncertainty in the form of
disturbances regularly influences the reaming process in industrial practice. Typical disturbances are
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shown in figure figure 6. The influence of disturbances on the quality of the reamed bore has been
investigated with regard to diameter, circular shape and cylindrical shape [14], [15] and with regard to
the deflection of the tool [16], [17]. A deflection of the tool leads to an increased diameter of the casing
cylinder of all bore centers of the reamed bore. The adjustment of the blade geometry by increasing
the setting angle leads to a reduction in the deflection of the reamer during the transient entry phase
into the work piece. An upstream pilot process significantly reduces the deflection, especially for long
cantilevered tools with a length to diameter ratio of L/D = 10.
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Fig. 6: Disturbances in the reaming process.

In the Collaborative Research Center 805, a simulation model for the analysis of multi-stage fine
machining of bores has been developed and implemented. The simulation is based on an analytical
model to calculate the undeformed chip cross-section [18], empirical cutting force models [19], [20]
and a model to determine the tool behaviour. The tool model is based on the theory of the Laval rotor
and the bar theory according to Bernoulli. The calculated chip cross-section at each single cutting
edge results in the cutting forces Fc and passive forces Fp by means of an assignment rule, which, in
turn, vectorially add up to a resulting radial force Frr. Depending on the stiffness of the tool and the
uncertainty it deflects the tool as it enters the work piece. This in turn leads to an increase of the casing
cylinder of all bore centers [21].

The current object of research is the development of an online prediction model, which uses in-
formation from the respective individual processes via sensors for process control and final quality
control. This means that an online quality prediction is available in the future.

Application of the Resilient Process Chain

Given the general concept, the method of the resilient process chain is applied to the hydraulic di-
aphragm actuator of the active air spring. The segments are produced at the Institute of Production
Management, Technology andMachine Tools and assembled at the Chair of Fluid Systems. The usage
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can be illustrated by component tests on a specially developed actuator test bench [6] or by using the
actuator in the active air spring [7].

Based on the four requirements for the implementation of a resilient process chain, the influence
of the production parameters on the usage is examined first. For this purpose, the knowledge gained
in the CRC805 regarding precision machining of bores is used to introduce specific disturbances into
the adjustable segments of the hydraulic actuator. The size and position of the bores are measured
quantitatively using coordinate measuring technology. The hydraulic actuator is then assembled and
characterized on the preliminary test bench. This characterization reflects the usage. According to
figure 6 an axis misalignment of the bores in the segments is simulated. For this purpose, 3 different
versions of the segments were produced. The distance of the holes in the segments (Figure 7) was
varied by δ = [0; 60; 90]µm. The results of the production were checked on a coordinate measuring
machine. The axis misalignment was selected using the tolerances specified for the sliding bearings.
The maximum offset corresponds to the maximum tolerance of the bore according to the data sheet
[12]. This should ensure that the actuator can be assembled. The possible influences on the behaviour
of the hydraulic actuator are changes in friction force and thus in the efficiency. For assembly with
different segments, the synchronism of the segments movement could also be impaired.

In perspective, the whole resilient process chain from figure 2 can be represented for the hydraulic
actuator as follows: The online prediction model, which is currently under development, for the preci-
sion machining of bores provides quality data of the produced segments and the actuator bores related
to individual parts. The usage simulation in the preliminary test bench provides empirical data that
can be correlated to these quality data. Based on this the production parameters or the models de-
scribing the production can be adjusted. On the other hand, the usage plan can be adjusted based on
anticipation from the production data. For example, an individual maintenance interval could be de-
fined for each actuator produced. During operation, the process pressure could be reduced to achieve
a minimum service life. An individual nonlinear controller could also be conceivable, whose design
or parameterization uses data from the online prediction model from the production.

2
6
m
m
+
𝛿

Fig. 7: The adjustable segments of the hydraulic diaphragm actuator that where induced with the
disturbance δ simulating an axis misalignment according to Fig 6.
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Table 2: Sensors used in the test rig.

Experiments

In order to minimize influences from the assembly on the final result, an instruction was created
and the actuator was assembled accordingly by the same persons. When changing the segments, new
bearings were pressed in to counteract uncertainty due to the running-in behaviour. The configuration
δ = 90µmwas mountable, but only with great force. Therefore it was not evaluated. Theoretically the
tolerances of the bearings should allow a smooth mouting, however the body of the actuator cannot
be expected to be without any tolerances due to manufacturing.

The previous preliminary test rig [6] was further developed to characterize the hydraulic actuator
(see Figure 8). The load unit used to consist of plunger cylinders. In order to minimize possible influ-
ences from friction forces in the cylinders, two connected air springs are now used. The load is adjusted
via the internal air spring pressure. The actuator is attached to the test rig via two closed sides, thus
leaving two moving segments. The proportional valve 4WRPE 6 E 32SJ-576 10th2X/G24K0/A1MA
from Bosch Rexroth is used to control the displacement of the hydraulic actuator with a PI controller.
The valve control and data acquisition is realized via a dSpace 1202 system. For all experiments, Shell
Tellus S2M 46 HLP oil with a measured density of ϱ = 0.879 kg/l at 40 °C was used. An overview of
the sensors is given in table 2.

600 mm

DIAPHRAGM ACTUATOR

𝑥3𝑥1

𝐹3

P T

𝐹1

𝑝

Fig. 8: Test rig and hydraulic schematic diagram [22].

Different test parameters were used to characterize the actuator with the different configurations
of segments and body. All test parameters are listed in table 3.

Parameters characterizing the hydraulic actuator can be calculated from the tests carried out. Fric-
tion force and efficiency are of particular interest for the operation in the active air spring. Both pa-
rameters must be calculated from the available measured variables. The equation of linear momentum
at the piston with the measured force Fm, hydraulic force Fhyd, segment position x and the weight of
the moving segmentmA writes to
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Table 3: Test parameters.

Fm = Fhyd − FFsgn(ẋ)−mAẍ. (2)
The hydraulic force Fhyd can be calculated from the load-carrying areaAL and the differential pressure
between the actuator and the environment ∆phyd through

Fhyd = AL∆phyd. (3)

As the authors have shown in [6] the load-carrying area depends on the segment position x through
membrane buckling. To determine AL a harmonic measurement is evaluated at a frequency of 10Hz
and 0.1mm amplitude. The harmonic signal and averaging the measured force Fm simplifies equation
2 and the load-bearing area is defined as

AL :=
F̄m

∆phyd
. (4)

To avoid dynamic influences, the friction force FF is determined with a quasistatic measurement
at an excitation frequency of f = 0.1Hz. The friction force is defined as

FF :=
Wdis

4x̂
=

∮
Fhyd dx
4x̂

(5)

with the dissipated EnergyWdis and the amplitude x̂.
Dynamic influences are taken into account to determine the efficiency η. With the input energy

Win and the dissipated energyWdis it is defined as

η :=
Win −Wdis

Win
. (6)

Figure 9 shows the determination of the input EnergyWin and the dissipated energyWdis.
Figure 10 shows the amplitude and frequency dependent efficiency with centric load for the axis

misalignment of δ = 0µm and δ = 60µm. The efficiency for the segments with axis misalignment is
below the assembly without axis misalignment at all operating points. The average efficiency without
axis misalignment is ηc,δ=0µm = 0.97 and for the segments with misalignment ηc,δ=60µm = 0.95 . This
result seems plausible, since the linear load on the sliding bearings is increased by the misalignment.

For themeasurements with excentric load, the efficiency is shown in figure 11. As already shown in
previous tests, the efficiency with excentric load is below the one for centric load [6]. This also applies
to the configuration with axis misalignment. In contrast to the centric load, the efficiency without
misalignment ηd,δ=0µm is below the efficiency with misalignment ηd,δ=60µm for almost all operating
points. This is also reflected in the average efficiencies ηd,δ=0µm = 0.92 and ηd,δ=60µm = 0.93.

An examination of the force hysteresis as an indicator for the friction force in figure 12 confirms
the results of the efficiency evaluation. For better comparison a substitute force is plotted.

FShyd := Fhyd − F̄hyd (7)
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Fig. 9: Determination of the input EnergyWin and the dissipated energyWdis.

𝛿 = 0 μm

𝛿 = 60 μm

Fig. 10: Comparison of the efficiencies for the measurements with centric load at harmonic excitation
x = x̂ sin(2πft).

The friction force with centric load is lower in both configurations than the friction force with excentric
load. The friction force for the configuration δ = 60µm is, however, lower for the installation with an
excentric load. Table 4 shows the values for the friction force FF.

In principle, the investigations show that there is an influence of the axis misalignment on the
friction forces and thus on the efficiency. However, the effects cannot be clearly described. The im-
provement in efficiency for the installation with excentric load cannot be explained at first. One factor
might be the uncertainty during assembly, another might be uncertainty in the sliding bearings which
would affect the friction behaviour. Before the experimental investigation of further manufacturing
defects, these other influencing factors must be ruled out.
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𝛿 = 0 μm
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Fig. 11: Comparison of the efficiencies for the measurements with excentric load at harmonic excita-
tion x = x̂ sin(2πft).

Table 4: Measured Friction Forces.
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Fig. 12: Comparison of the friction force over the displacement for a) the configuration δ = 0µm and
b) the configuration δ = 60µm.

Summary and Outlook

In this paper the concept of a product life phase spanning resilient process chain is presented. It is en-
abled by the digitalization in mechanical engineering and represents a possibility to operate processes
with variable process windows instead of fixed tolerances.

Within the scope of the cooperation in the Collaborative Research Center 805, first steps were taken
to apply the described concept to a component of the TU Darmstadt active air spring, the hydraulic
diaphragm actuator. Findings from the Collaborative Research Center 805 on the precision machin-
ing of bores were used to introduce specific disturbances into the hydraulic membrane actuator. The
influences on the efficiency were investigated in experimental tests.
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The results show that there is an influence of the precision machining of the bore on the efficiency
of the actuator, but it cannot be clearly explained. It is likely that there are influences of the bearings
or the assembly process which must be excluded before further investigations are carried out. Subse-
quently, the influence of further manufacturing defects can be investigated. With the help of a larger
database, an empirical correlation between production and usage can then be established.

In the further cooperation it is planned to implement a link of the production processes with the
usage scenarios in an onlinemodel. For the production process this development aims at the implemen-
tation of a data-based process control and quality assessment. The results from linking the production
and the usage are then to be used in order to make adjustments within the production process chain
automatically and thus to control uncertainty. Therefore machine learning methods are to be combined
with the developed prediction models.
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